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“A hundred years from now it 
will not matter what my bank 
account was, the sort of house I 
lived in, or the kind of car I 
drove…but, the world may be 
different because I was 
important in the life of child.”















February 28-  Bell-to-Bell Friday- 
Students work in their desks from the first 
bell to the last bell

March 31- Competition Tuesday -  
A classroom competition which pits class vs 
class

April 27- Tutor Thursday-  
Use prep to visit other classrooms- tutor or 
pull out students





*Our focus in the ELA department this year has been on increasing independent 
reading time by  all students and improving writing skills through revision.

*We have adopted a new online writing program to help students improve their 
writing skills by giving them immediate and consistent feedback throughout the 
revision process.

*We have created a school-wide reading incentive program.



”Revision Assistant” was built on the well established premise that students better their 
writing skills through early and constant feedback. 

“Revision Assistant Pros:

*teacher directed
*encompasses several writing genres: expository, persuasive, and narrative
*direct correlation to SBAC testing format as some prompts include articles to be used as 
essay resources 
*majority of students never revised before using this program
*students can revise their writing as many times as they want to and are given new feedback 
with each draft
*online program, so it can be accessed on any device at home or at school
*easy for teachers to give feedback as well as the feedback generated by the program
* very visual which works for most middle school students

Revision Assistant student sample

https://lti.revisionassistant.com/#/lti/c692e9bc01723ea8c93a82f05e721ba87315470b/433268/teacher/4907/work/41496
https://lti.revisionassistant.com/#/lti/c692e9bc01723ea8c93a82f05e721ba87315470b/433268/teacher/4907/work/41496


Reading Incentive Program

Another focus in ELA has been to promote more independent reading for enjoyment while focusing on 
skills to become better readers. Our goals are to improve reading fluency, vocabulary, and 
comprehension through this program, but most of all we want our students to learn to love reading.

-Each year we pick a reading theme for the school:
            2014-2015:  Caught You Reading
            2015-2016:  Book Wars
            2016-2017:  Reading Is My Super Power

-Students complete weekly reading logs documenting minutes read along with 5 questions to answer 
signed by a parent or guardian.

-Minutes needed per week vary by grade level.  All students are given 10 minutes a day in class to 
silent read a book of their choice and work on logs.  The remainder of minutes read are done outside 
of class.

-Students earn raffle tickets for completed logs each week.  Prizes and awards are given accordingly.  
At the end of the trimester, larger awards are given from an overall raffle drawing.

-There are also various “surprise” activity days for those students who have turned in their reading 
logs on time.  These activities are not announced prior to happening, so students need to turn in their 
logs completed and on time as they never know when this might occur.

                             










